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Terminology

�Executor (female: Executrix) The title of the person(s) appointed by a testator 
to administer (or “execute”) their Will, and ensure final wishes are fulfilled 
(‘Estate Trustee with a will’ in ON; ‘Liquidator’ in Quebec)

�Testator (female: Testatrix)  The title of a person who dies with a Will or who 
will die with a Will

�Intestate A person who dies without a Will  (Settled by a court-appointed ‘Administrator’; 

‘Estate Trustee without a will’ in ON; ‘Liquidator’ in Quebec)

�Certified Executor Advisors (CEAs) don’t act as executors.  They are 
advisors to the executors

www.cicea.ca/aic
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Considerable legislative changes:

2012 2014 2015

2016

Every will in Canada should be reviewed 
to ensure it’s current and valid www.cicea.ca/aic
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Do You Know?

which of your clients …
will be testators 
in the next 20 years?

Easy.  No need to ask!

which of your clients …
will be executors

in the next 20 years?

Trickier!  You do need to ask.
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17 Different Executor Professions:

& CEAs

Who will they turn to?

Consider 
the scope 
of their 
challenges… 

Who can 
they trust 
for general
guidance?
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Why Work With Executors?

� The wealth in Canada is held by people aged 65 + (The testators)

� This massively – growing demographic can be difficult to engage and 
hesitant to act 

� Their executors want to minimize estate challenges of…
taxation, illiquidity, inequality, grief, stress, risk and litigation

� Executors have a vested interest in facilitating discussions, 
and… their testator parents will listen to them 

� How do we start, and facilitate, these conversations?

Learn. Engage. Thrive.
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Canadians’ Estate Intentions

Source:  Recent Manulife 
Financial Survey 

“Haven’t Given It 
Any Thought”

43% 

“Leaving Nothing”

13%

“Less Than $100K”

29%

“More Than $100K”

15%

(“Over $1M”  2%)
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Most testators believe they will either
leave a small estate or no estate at all
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Canadians’ Estate Intentions

Testators’ unrealistic estate expectations are a major part 
of why they’re hesitant to engage in estate planning 

Source:  Statistics Canada

But…

� The average weighted home equity of Canadians 65+ is $349,000  
(ie:  net of debt, including the 30% who don’t own homes)

� Testators also own:
� Other properties
� Businesses
� Pensions
� Life insurance
� Art, furs, collectables and more

� Investments
� Cars
� Boats
� Antiques
� Jewelry
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Meet Mavis

• Mavis is 92, widowed, net worth $1.4 million 
• She doesn’t have a will

Estimated Canadians
without a current 

and valid will:

70%
Leave – A – Legacy Canada
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Meet Cyril

Years to settle 

this estate: 24

Months since will

was updated: 11
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The Testator Era Isn’t Coming Soon

80 80

24 years to crest 

Source(s): Statistics Canada, CANSIM table 102-4502, Births, Catalogue no. 84F0210X and 
Selected Historical Statistics, Canada, 1921-1990, Catalogue no. 82-553X Occasional.

Births, Canada, 1921 to 2009 

Average number 
of Canadians 

turning 65

per day:

1,019
Statistics Canada

“Slow-Motion Demographic Tsunami about to Hit Canada’s Economy” 
The Conference Board of Canada     
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Executors Face a ‘Perfect Storm’…

Increased complexity 
of assets

New family 
dynamics

Communications 
and information

Increased risk of 
personal liability 
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1)  New Family Dynamics

The nuclear family 
of the past:

The extended 
family of today:
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Meet Paul and Marcie

� Paul and Marcie lost their spouses at about the same time, 
met at a bereavement group, started dating, fell in love and
decided to marry

� Like many later-in-life marriages, they decided to keep their
assets separate so as not to affect their children.  (Their wills
both said, ‘everything to spouse on first death and equally to 
kids on second’ and they didn’t think that should change)

� They left everything alone, got married and just shared daily
living expenses.  It was simple and it seemed perfect.   

� Until 5 years later… when Paul died 

What will Paul’s executrix daughter, Kathleen, discover? 
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Meet Paul and Marcie

� Kathleen learned marriage automatically revokes prior wills.  Her 
father, Paul, therefore died intestate.  Under provincial law, Marcie is 
now entitled to half of Paul’s estate

� Knowing this was never Paul’s intent, Kathleen has asked Marcie to 
do the right thing and honour his wishes

� Marcie tells Kathleen she “thinks her father spoiled them, they rarely 
came for dinner, never lifted a finger when they did, and who is she to 
argue with the provincial court?”

Before 
Paul’s death

After    
Paul’s death

Their simple plan 

was 

simply disastrous!
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2) Communication and Information

Communication and access to information 20 years ago:

Communication and access to information today:
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3) Increased Complexity of Assets

Bank Accounts
On-line Accounts
Foreign Accounts
GICs
Bonds
Annuities
Real Estate 
U.S. Properties
REITs
Mortgages
Mutual Funds
Segregated Funds
Hedge Funds
Exchange Traded Funds
Publically Traded Stocks
Leveraged Investments
Options
Futures
Forex
Gold /other commodities

There are now over 

different funds in Canada

9

How would an executor
even know to look

for online accounts?
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Then: Now:

My mother had a “GIC”. My mother had a GIC... and an RRSP, 
TFSA, LIRA, RRIF, LRIF, P-RRIF, LIF, RDSP, 
RESP, DB Plan, DC Plan, IPP, IRP, DPSP, 
RCA, WCB, CPP, OAS, GIS… 

Number of tax returns 
Canadian executors 

should consider filing:

6
Grant Thornton

3) Increased Complexity of Assets
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4) Increased Risk of Personal Liability

“There are eighteen areas with supporting case law where negligence by the 
executor can result in personal liability to the beneficiaries and creditors of the 
estate.”

Scot Dalton, President, ERAssure Executor Insurance

� Ontario has made changes to the collection of EAT (Estate Administration Tax)

� Responsibility for collection moved from Justice Ontario to Ministry of Revenue 

� The new penalties include fines ranging from $1,000 to twice the value of the 
EAT payable, or incarceration for up to 2 years, or BOTH

� On an estate of $1 million, the maximum fine is $29,000
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Meet Cindy

� Cindy says she knows of the $200,000 gift in her parents’ will but she 
doesn’t want to talk about tax credits in their estate

� She’s more concerned about her parent’s while they’re alive.          
Cindy thinks they pay too much tax now, don’t spend enough on 
themselves, and won’t take more income from their RRIF 
because of the added tax they’d have to pay. 

� We say: “Maybe they should remove the gift in the will, if it can 
help them spend more now, better enjoy their retirement, and
use the RRIF to tax-effectively achieve their philanthropic goals”

Let’s look at how this simple restructuring can free up funds for Cindy’s 
parents, minimize taxes during their retirement, move the gift out of the 
estate and double the size of the gift at the same time 
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Meet Cindy

donated 

at issue 

Cindy’s parents, in 
their early 70s

RRIF

$10,000 
per year

$400,000 

$10,000 
per year

Taxable 
Income

Tax
Credit

� Removing the gift from the will freed up $200,000

� The bequest was replaced with a Term – 100 life policy, 
paid for with tax – free withdrawals from their RRIF

� The total premiums paid at statistical mortality were less 
than the intended bequest

� And yet the amount of the gift was doubled!
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Bequest Opportunities in Canada

Number of 
Bequests in 

Canadian wills 
known to 
charities:

200,000
Statistics Canada, 

Good Works Research
Leave – A – Legacy Canada

Number of 
Bequests in 

Canadian wills 

NOT known

to charities:

2,300,000
Statistics Canada, 

Good Works Research
Leave – A – Legacy Canada
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Meet Jim

� Jim comes in looking for a mortgage.  The only problem is, he wants to 
put it on his father’s house!  Here’s his thinking:

� His father, Charlie, (63 widowed) has considerable debt including a 
mortgage with his bank and numerous credit cards.  He doesn’t think 
he’ll ever be out from under all of it

� Not wanting Jim to “inherit his debt”, he put his home in joint ownership 
with Jim (and named him on his life insurance)

� With no estate, he figures the bank will have no recourse

� Now, Jim is divorcing and his wife has been awarded 50% of his 
property… which includes his half of Charlie’s house!

� He needs a mortgage for 25% of the value to settle the divorce.  

� How could we have helped?
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Meet Jim

� We could have recommended a new,                                                                  
life insured mortgage to consolidate his 
debt, with a cash flow plan to speed up 
his debt reduction.  

� We could have offered him                                    
a better legacy

� We could have asked if Jim would be an executor

� With a little information about his father’s estate plan, we could have pointed out 
the stress it would create for Jim when the time came, and suggest a meeting 
with Charlie

� We could have kept his house             
in one piece!
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Are Property Transfers Going To Be Big?

Estimated  transfers over the next 20 years by asset class, Per Day: 

Homes  $99,000,000 

Other Real Estate 
$27,000,000 

Businesses 
$33,000,000 

Non-registered 
Assets  

$30,000,000 

Registered Assets 
$33,000,000 

Pension 
$54,000,000 

Other Assets  
$24,000,000 

VERY

BIG!

Source:  STEP Canada, Statistics Canada
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Meet John and Julie

� John and Julie are co-executors and sole heirs of their mother’s estate.  She 
lived alone in Ottawa, went into hospital in September and died in November

� John lives in Toronto and Julie in Kingston

� John is furious but Julie points out he had equal responsibility  
(They never got along and they still aren’t!)

� Julie went to the house in 
December and discovered damage 
from a pipe that froze and broke 
because the heat wasn’t turned on 
when the weather changed
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Meet John and Julie

� Next, they learn that the home insurance is null and void because the home 
was no longer regularly inhabited 

� In February they clear the house out and sell it ‘as is’ to move it quickly   
(They’re still paying utilities and taxes every month)
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Meet John and Julie

� In March they filed the EIR and, since the house had just sold, valuing was easy.  
They just listed the selling price as the FMV, settled the estate, and closed it later 
that year

� Two years after the estate was settled, the department of finance audited them 
and found them guilty of undervaluing the property

(Note they have four years to reassess and NO time limit 
in cases of “neglect, carelessness, omissions or fraud”.)
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Meet John and Julie

Estate Information Return Guide, Ministry of Finance

� This resulted in an underpayment of the Estate Administration Tax and both 
John and Julie can be fined and / or imprisoned.   

� In considering penalties, Finance notes that they both personally stood to 
benefit from under-payment of tax.  

� The loss on the sale of the property doesn’t fall within the auditors’ purview and 
may or may not have any bearing.   

� They’ll search for any further indication of intent (sold the home to someone 
they knew or benefited personally in any other way)
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Meet John and Julie

If so, the maximum fine they face is $35,000*

Will they be fined? 

Will they go to jail?  

If so, the maximum sentence

is TWO YEARS

*  Based on average home prices in Ottawa and average mix of principal 
residence as a % of total net worth of Canadians

EACH
(How much would the appraisal have cost?)

EACH
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Hiring a professional appraiser would certainly have kept them out of jail!

Appraisals in Ontario    
now include a                         

Get-Out-Of-Jail-Free card!

Estate Information Return Guide, Ministry of Finance

The government is even telling executors to call you:

Meet John and Julie
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When Did THIS Happen?!

JANUARY 1ST 2015
The Day the World Changed for Appraisers!

Provinces most likely* to follow Ontario’s lead, in sequence:

1) Nova Scotia
2) The rest of Atlantic Canada
3) Manitoba
4) British Columbia 

* CICEA estimates based on existing probate fees, current debt to   
GDP ratios and most recent changes in estate legislation
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Meet Bob and the Girls

� Bob is a proud third generation farmer with three daughters

� Jaimie was named as his executrix as she was familiar with all aspects 
of the operation, having worked side by side for more than 20 years

� Jenny and Jody lived and worked in the city, 100 kilometers away 

� Jaimie explains it’s “far enough to justify infrequent visits but close 
enough that they don’t have to stay over when they do drop by!”

� The girls never got along

� Bob is leaving ‘everything to the girls, equally’ and doesn’t want to 
discuss it any more than that

� He says they can sort it out as they see it when he’s gone 

The problem is… no one asked HOW they see it! 
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Meet Bob and the Girls

How Jaimie
sees the farm: 

How Jenny and Jody
see the farm: 

Clearly, Jaimie will lose the farm.  How could we have helped? 
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Meet Bob and the Girls

� We could have asked if Jaimie would be an executor

� We could have identified the liquidity challenges of the farm making up a disproportionate 
share in the value of Bob’s total estate

� We could have pointed out that the girls would likely have difficulty agreeing on day-to-day 
operations, Jaimie’s pay, investments in machinery and equipment, etc. 

� With Bob’s executrix calling for a meeting with her CEA, who has identified several estate 
challenges, this is a mandate to meet

� We could have suggested that Jaimie fully inherit the farm, reallocate farm profits to a life 
insurance policy for equalization payments to Jenny and Jody, after getting an appraisal to 
determine the right values
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Meet Bob and the Girls

How the family’s situation would have been improved:

� Jaimie would have inherited the farm and had complete autonomy over operations

� Jenny and Jody would have a fully liquid inheritance with no sibling grievances

� Bob would have a solid plan to keep the farm in the family for a fourth generation

� Jaimie wouldn’t have to fight with her sisters to keep the farm and the valuation 
would ensure there was no favouritism

� Bob would have kept to his principle of “leaving ‘everything to the girls, equally”

Engaging with executors can solve a multitude of 
problems families might otherwise have to face
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Farm Transfers

Estimated number 
of farms transferring 

over the next 10 
years, per day:

56
Canadian Federation of 

Agriculture

Estimated value of farms 
transferring over the next 10 

years, per day:

$20 Million
Canadian Federation of Agriculture
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Let’s look at the responses to two very important questions posed in the 
Canadian Federation of Independent Business Survey:

When will your business transfer?  

and…

What form of succession plan is in place?

Canadian Businesses
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Within 
10 Years:

77%

Don't Know: 
6%

Beyond 
10 Years: 

17%

Formal Plan: 
9%

Informal 
Plan:
40%

No Plan 
At All:
51%

Adequate plan

26%

Inadequate 
plan

40%

Could be a   
terrible plan!

34%

When will your 
business transfer? 

What form of 
succession plan 
is in place?
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52% Mistakenly Think it’s Too Early to Plan

The top two conclusions of the report for business owners were:

1.  Plan early for succession

2.  Include the successor in the plan
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Estimated value of businesses transferring
over the next 20 years, Per Day:  

Canadian Businesses

STEP Canada, 
Statistics Canada

$33 Million
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Surveys and Statistics

Estimated 
Canadians 

without a current 
and valid Will:  

70%

Source: Leave A Legacy, 
CAGP Report

Estimated assets 
transferring to the 
next generation in 
the next 20 years:  

$1.5 Trillion

Source: STEP Canada

Percentage of 
Canadians aged 45+ 
appointing a family 
as their executor:  

99%

Source: Stats Canada, 
BMO Leger

Executors surveyed reported

Administrative 

Complications:      47%
Emotional Issues:    31%
Legal Issues:      26%

Source: BMO Leger Poll

Unprepared 
Testators…

…will transfer a
lot of money…

…with DIY 
executors…

…who are already 
having problems.

Will you be ready to help them?

Learn. Engage. Thrive.
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Quick Summary of the CEA Program

Glossary:  1,000 + terms defined

Exam:  50 multiple choice questions
70% passing grade

CEA designation program:  100% on-line

Program Cost:   $1,495
AIC Members:   $1,295

Annual, General Member:  $295
Annual, Chapter Member:  $495

Member Benefits:

• Ongoing access to updated curriculum
• Ongoing access to glossary
• Professional listing in Find a CEA directory 
• Local and National Networking
• Proprietary Tools and Resources 
• Executor-Focused Calculators and 
• Insurance and Financial Planning Concepts

Approved 
for CE with:

Time:  Take up to a full year to complete
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Purpose-built Platform Lets You
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Appraiss

Purpose-built Platform Lets You

a l
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The Tools You’d Expect – And More
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A Wider Referral Network

By profession… And by geographical
region…
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Summary

� Engage with executors, the most trusted and influential people in 
their testator parents’ lives, prior to and following death

� Uncover appraisal needs for principal residences, recreational  
properties, rental properties, farms, businesses and more

� Network with certified executor advisors in 16 other professions, for 
referrals, ideas, information sharing and marketing opportunities

� Help protect Canadian families from serious consequences

Thrive:
$1.5 trillion over 20 years = 
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$300 MILLION
…PER DAY

Summary

Learn. Engage. Thrive.



Save $200 plus tax
Register at: www.cicea.ca/aic
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